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It’s natural that psychotherapists who work for a group practices often eventually wish to leave to start their 

own practices. It’s also very understandable that clients and therapists frequently want to continue their work 

together as the clinician moves from group to solo practice, and sometimes it is actually clinically and ethically 

imperative that they are able to do so. These factors pose a long-standing industry challenge for group practice 

owners, who invest a tremendous amount of time, money and energy developing referral sources and generating 

clients for their staff. In order to stay financially viable, group practice owners typically cannot afford for their 

businesses to be a revolving door of clinicians’ filling up their caseloads and departing. This conundrum 

highlights a gray area for that requires both clinicians and group practice owners to reflect thoughtfully and 

behave in a way that demonstrates both clinical and professional ethics and integrity. 

As a clinician who previously worked at a group practice and departed to start my own solo practice, and as an 

founder/owner of a large, group practice (Urban Balance) for more than a decade, I can appreciate both 

perspectives. In my role as a practice owner, I learned some lessons the hard way by losing talented staff and 

countless clients. My longtime mental health attorney, Jonathan Nye, and I have had several conversations 

about how to strike a healthy balance with fairness and grace. The following are our joint recommendations: 
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http://www.urbanbalance.com/
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For Group Practice Owners: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



For Clinicians Moving From Group to Solo Practice:  

 

I always say that healthy self-esteem is midway between Diva and Doormat. The Diva is entitled and 

disrespectful of other people’s boundaries. The Doormat is not respectful of his or her own. In the middle is the 

Diplomat; a person who shows respect for both self and others and communicates in a way that is assertive, 

honest, and clear. It’s a small clinical world, so be mindful not to burn bridges by being a Diva, or hurt yourself 

or your business by being a Doormat. Use these guidelines to be a Diplomat who operates with professional and 

clinical ethics and integrity. 

We hope that these guidelines will help you and your practices succeed and prosper! For more information, 

please contact me at jmarter@refreshmh.com for practice consultation or to learn about opportunities 

with Refresh Mental Health or Jonathan Nye at office@nyelawyer.com for legal services. 
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